FVN Series
Fluorescent Industrial Lighting Fixture
Lens Assembly Replacement

NOTE: FVN Series with an M2 at end of part number on nameplate should use a FVN-K2 M2 replacement lens assembly, all others use a FVN-K2 lens assembly.

WARNING
Electrical Power must be turned OFF before and during installation and maintenance.

INSTALLATION
1. Open door frame by first releasing door latches on "hinge" side. The balls on the hinge side are permanently attached to the lens assembly. Next release latches on "latch" side and disengage each wire bail. Allow lens assembly to swing down and hang suspended from four wire bails on hinge side.

2. To replace lens assembly, disengage captive bails on "hinge" side door latch by spreading bails apart at latch arm.

CAUTION
As bails are disengaged, lens assembly will begin to drop from fixture. Properly support lens assembly before removing the bails.

3. Remove and discard damaged lens assembly.
4. Install replacement lens assembly by spreading captive bails located on lens frame then inserting each into corresponding holes in latch arms located on fixture housing.

Visually check for damaged parts and proper lamp operation.

Figure 2. Latch Arm/Ball - Detail View

Figure 1. Fixture - Lens Assembly Open

MAINTENANCE
Mechanically check to make sure that all parts of the fixture are properly assembled and all latches are in locked position.

Clean the door frame with a clean, damp, soft cloth. If this is not sufficient, use a mild soap, or a liquid cleaner such as Collinite NCF or DUCO #7. Do not use an abrasive, strong alkaline or acid cleaner. Damage to the door frame may result.

All statements, technical information and recommendations contained herein are based on information and tests we believe to be reliable. The accuracy or completeness thereof are not guaranteed. In accordance with Crouse-Hinds "Terms and Conditions of Sale", and since conditions of use are outside our control, the purchaser should determine the suitability of the product for his intended use and assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection therewith.
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